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first things first. just what is a monamour amp? sure, there have been plenty of tube amps before our fine little
twins. but we had to do it better. we had to make it even more affordable than tube amps cost back in the day.

we had to make it even more capable than tube amps could be. the answer was to make our own tubes,
outsource the whole kit and control them ourselves. we found the 2a3, a parallel fed, vac tube, that you can drive
from a 9 volt battery. it has a gain of between 3.5 and 4.5. this tube is designed to operate efficiently from about
100 ma up to 300 ma output current. it is the tube of choice for amps with multiple output stages, double triode

or double triode configuration. it is also perfect for powering speakers. it is a lovely tube that has proven very
reliable. we designed our tube with you in mind, and it is what our customers have been asking for. the tube is a
beckett design and i think you will find it to be a perfect match. first impressions of the monamour amps: wow,
they are cool and dramatic. couldn't be easier to use. the adjustability for power and balance is among the best

i've ever used. it will only get better with time and experience. the sound just pulls you in. the bass is smooth and
cohesive. the midrange is singing.the highs just squeeze your head. any one of the paramours 2a3 will get you a

good solid sound. the paramours are a good quality amp, but this amp has taken things much, much further. i
purchased my new monamour amps late last night to my growing collection of monamours. the paramours were
purchased as a part of the setup. i have to admit, this was a nice amp to me. i enjoyed listening to its sound, and
it made the rest of the audiophile paraphenelia "complete." my natural level of hearing at this point is not good
enough to judge the relative abilities of the paramours versus the monamour. im looking forward to hearing the

paramours again in a week or so so i can get a more objective opinion.
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one of the great things about the monamour is
the fact that i can just add to it instead of

having to take a step up with the two a3 series
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2a3 monoblocks. at some point in the future
we will be building an entirely different set up
which will involve the use of a single a3 series
as well as a paranoid pentode tube. we did a

test burnout and made sure that the amp
worked properly. our next step will be to start
building our first set up. this has been a long

time coming. we have spent a lot of time
making it right. its called the monamour tube
stereo amp. we can hear the monamour in the

new supro gs-5. and on custom high end
loudspeakers. i can never say enough about

how this amp sounds. it is gorgeous. its one of
the purest amp creations i have ever heard. i

want to say that the physical sensations are as
close as you can get to tube distortion without
using a tube. so lets dig into the inner workings
of the monamour and the unit. as you know the
bass and treble are regulated with a bottlehead

circuit. as you would expect the treble is
sweeter and the bass darker. but thats not all.
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most tube amps are usually 70% above your
crossover point as a rule. but the crossover on
the monamour is only 50% of the power tube.
so this gives a unique distortion-like bottom
end associated with tubes. but the treble is

very clean as it is run at full power. the
midrange is like none other. it is like a warm

roland samplissmo. the midrange is so smooth
and the treble so warm. it provides warmth in
all frequencies. they all connect at very low

levels. it is not a comp. when the monamour is
running in passive mode its very similar to the

bottlehead a3 . it is a tube amp on steroids.
some of the way i like to explain it to people is
its like adding carbon to gas without flame to
burn it. this is a tube that does not need to be

regulated. this is a tube that is at full power. its
a tube that is at the limit of how far you can
go. the monamour is a tube amplifier with all

the technology and none of the compromises. i
wrote the monamour design all by myself. it
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looks like a tube amp, acts like a tube amp but
has all the advantages of solid state

technology. i could have built it in solid state
technology but i wanted to make it look like a

tube amp so people will appreciate it.
monamour 2006 blu ray 720p the monamour
works with a high resolution digital to analog
converter. as with all tube amps the biggest
problem is that this creates problems with
avoiding audible coloration. in this case we

were able to implement a unique notch filter to
reduce this. this was the result of over a year
of rigorous testing to eliminate the coloration.
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